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About This Game

Pixel country suffer. The Great Darkness comes to our land and devours all life around. Only one man escaped from
an alien threat. The local parachutist was flying high in the sky when his own world was destroyed by the Crushers.
These giant evil creatures now lurk everywhere and unfortunately, our hero doesn`t have any weapons to fight them.

Only his trusty parachute and ability to jump high.
Go on a journey with the last survivor in his struggle to defeat the Crushers, before the aliens destroy everything that
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is left of this world. It will be the deadly jump into the darkness!

Features:
* Hardcore gameplay.
* Old school graphics.

* Cool music.
* Simple control.

* 20 levels on main campaign and some bonus missions.
* Battle with a huge boss.

* Collect coins and unlock additional content.
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Title: Death Jump
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tamerlan Satualdypov
Publisher:
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Release Date: 22 May, 2019
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wanted to like this game, but it's pretty boring. there's noting edging you towards the end, and the puzzles are really just jump
over platform, wait for spike trap, and walk around in circles, and get stuck, die, and feel like you wasted your time. Only
played it for 20 minutes, and there wasn't much to it. I was hoping for slightly faster paced gameplay, like the trailer, but it's
mostly going around in circles, looking for the next path, that doesn't take you back to square one. The vent doors are the worst,
they go around the map, but you end up teleported to a path you were just at. having to go through another 3 of them, trying to
figure out which one actually advanced you, was something i didnt want to deal with, and they seem like a common element.
Plus the faux japanese accent of the announcer got annoying real quick.. Atrocious translation, good gameplay.. This shouldve
been an early access game.
but it kept me entertained for awhile.
. edited 12/4/19]
Game looks good. Killcams on enemy aircraft are awesome. I like the idea behind swapping out my parts, sort of car mechanic
simulator but in a fighter. If the planes flew like a proper flight sim it'd be great. As it is however even the Realistic setting feels
a little to arcadey for me as someone used to Il2, warthunder or dcs.

Devs seem to really care about their product. My original concerns of a full release being the usual early access final cashgrab
before ditching a game appeared unfounded.
If you enjoy games like Ace Combat, Wings of Prey, this is right up your alley. If you're more of a simmer and were looking for
a game with more storyline but those tight feeling controls this probably isnt for you.. Time-management games are one of my
worst guilty pleasures and this game is one of the most polished ones I've played. It does what it intends to do really well. The
cutscenes and story is really not that interesting but I'm here for the gameplay.. This is ridiculous. What a poor quality. Has
nothing to do with realistic tennis physics. Wouldn't waste more time if it were free.
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A basic trading/simple quest game that falls a little flat in the end.

There are two keys to the game that you are required to do in order to finish but there is no way to really know that until you get
to the end making the game unfinishable in that play through. Unfortunately, the game isn't enjoyable enough or deep enough to
justify a 2nd play though. I really can't say more without spoilers which I will add below for those who do wish to buy the game
and beat it on the first play through.

********* Quick Walkthrough *************

You need a rank 9ish mercenary and merchant to complete the final quests. There is limited good exp from quests in the game
so if you don't hire one of each fairly early and level them up to 9ish by the end, it will be pretty much impossible to do so. The
highest level merchant you can hire is rank 7 which is no where high enough to complete the final quest. The only way to get
any exp once you reach the final quests is extremely random encounters that you can fight to receive a measly 50 exp per
encounter making it completely unfeasible to level any characters late game. This is a game breaking issue at that point making
the game unfinishable.

The other classes outside of mercenary and merchant do not really matter all that much although a sage can be somewhat helpful
early on before you mercenary gets OP.. Very boring, soz. I enjoyed five of the six in this bundle but one of them crashed
without fail every single time I tried to play it. So really you get a bundle of five playable ones.. The state that this soundtrack
was released in is very poor. A bunch of really good tracks are missing and the audio quality is a bit iffy, not to mention Jesper
Kyd isn't credited anywhere. However, this soundtrack is one of the most incredible scores I've heard for a video game and the
author really deserves every penny so what can we do but buy it. Just try and find the unrelesed tracks out there and complete
this unfinished masterpiece.. This game has a certain element of slapstick charm... add the extensive leveling system (in which
you earn experience through the roles you play and the actions you take) and some fun physics with the weapons and you've got
a good ol' time. Who doesn't love leaping to board another ship, only to plummet to the hard ground because you missed it by
just that much?. This is one of those classic games that I can always go back to play and is always fun. Would definitely
recommend playing with friends because I always had a blast fighting with each other against the computers. Every race is
unique and worth playing and there is a ton of magic to learn. Never gets old. Also, Age of Wonders 2 is better than 3. Dont
waste your money of 3.. Rouge-like ? Casuals pls.....

Half Hour and i Beated allrdy 2 Full runs.
Bosses are Funny first time but then its boring and repeating.
You get Spammed with runes and some are just way to overpowerd.
Like the 180° Shoot all you do is turning the cursor in the other direction and you have such damage output that even the boss is
dieing in a Minute.

Well fun game if you play it once. But not fun to replay because everything is the same. Boss Mechanics ? Pls...

Maybee good game for Beginners and Casuals but if you look for a real Rouge-like your wrong here.. This Spore rippoff is just
horrible. Most features announced in the game description are either not even in the game or simply not reachable.

- Company mode seems to be totally pointless, you just swim around eating stuff until you get bored. You never evolve, there is
no customization or development at all.
- In evolution mode, which seems to be meant the mode with mentioned features, spawns you right inside a filled screen of
enemies. Longest time I ever survived was about 5 seconds.
- windowed mode captured the visible mouse cursor, resulting in it flickering around in the center of the window, very annoying

This is absolutely not worth its money.. It is ok. The game itself is a lot of fun. I have it for the IPad and spend many hours on it,
but I'm not as keen on the PC interface.
The reason I got it for the PC was to be able to use my 360 controller on it, and I can't, not really. It reads the buttons, but not
any of the sticks or pads, so you still end up using the mouse or keyboard to play.. After playing this and being
thouroughly♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥at the gameplay, I have to say that I really like this game. It is simple enough with the basic attack
styles that you can breeze through a level once you figure out yours and your enemy's attacks, but if you don't take your time
and play cautiously, you can lose very easily. Everything that makes this game fun for me is also what makes me hate this game.
Be patient and take your time, and you will like this game.
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